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An Empowering, Participatory Research Model for Humanistic
Mathematics Pedagogy

ArthurB. Powell, aaWlldA. Jeffries, and AJeshia E. Selby
Rutgers University

Introduction There exists much anecdotal evidence to show that
W~hin thecommunity ofmalhematicians and mathe· istening to students is important in improving their a-

maticseducators who identify w~h the term, 'humanistic titudes toward mathematics alongw~h their performance.
mathematics,' an agreement on ~s meaning isstill under Reflecting on the effectiveness ofinstructional programs
negotiation. However, discussions in the community targeted at special groups of students, Lax (1988) sug.
have been skewed toward improving the teaching and gested that, independent ofthe population ofs1udm,a
learning ofmathematics,amember ofthe "hard sciences; common underlying spir~ contributed to the success of
by attending to ~s decidedly human dimensions. There- these programs. i.Jlx concluded that the authors ofthese
fore, aprimary concern ofthecommunity isthe possibility P.'ograms "had gone to considerable lengths to find out
of ' eaching humanistically" Abstracting from WMe's who the studams in these programs were, where they
description of the concems of humanistic mathematics, carne from; what went on intheir heeds andhearts when
wehavedistinguished fourprocessesinvolvedinteaching they worked on math and how well and by whal means
humanistically: (1) placing students more centrally inthe they couldcopew~ problems intheir out-of-schooll~e"
posnon of the inquirer, (2) acknowledging the emotional This conciusion supports the research of Rosamond
climateoflearning mathematics, (3) having students learn (1982) who, in the context of mathematics-assistance
from each other, and (4) making mathematics meaningful laboratory ata large, prestigious university, documented
rather than arMrary(Wh~e , 1987, p1) that listening tostudams can pos~ively effect their learn·

Though these four processes represent a significant ing.
departure from typical concerns of the prevailing "chalk- In a course, one effective and efficient vehicle for
and-chalk" pedagogy, they, nevertheless, are somewhat 'istening" to all students is journals. Certain Iypes of
Iim~ed . What we propose is a broader, more inclusive joumals wr~ing activ~ies have been shown (Countryman,
vision ofthe thirdprocess distinguished above by inciud- 1985; Gopen and Smnh, in press; Hoffman and Powell,
ing the notion of interdependent- learning between stu- 1989;Lopez andPowell, 1989\Mett,1987;Powell, 1986)
dents and instructors. Further, we propose that ~eaching to be efficacious vehicles for a number of pedagogical
humanistically' ought to involve an add~ional, or fifth, imperatives. Among these imperatives, Lopez and
process which attends to the more general, human Powell (1989) described some of what can be "heard"
process of empowerment. Our concern is for the em- from students through their journals. Intheir case study,
powerment ofall actors in various settings ofmathematics they identified affective and cogn~ive ltems, Affective
education. ones includedpreoccupations, disposllions, andfeelings;

To facil~ate interdependent leaming and empower· and some cogn~ive items werewhal students know,what
ment and to apply the by products ofthese processes to they have yet toknow, misconceptions, and discrepancies
improving mathematics pedagogy is a principal function between conceptual understandings and computational
of participatory research activ~ies. Research activllies and algebraic manipulations.
intopedagogy are participatay, and potentially empower· Their case study was a participatory investigation
ing, when they give authority to the voices of studm. since Lopez was both the studam whose journal WT~ings
For they generally feel, and are often considered, to be were analyzed and aco-investigator analyzing those writ
w~hout power in many instructional settings. To give Ings. In addJIion to discovering that jOl.rnai writing im-
authority totheirvoices and to incorporate their psrspec- proved Lopez's affective and cognllive functionings in
wes intransforming mathematics pedagogy, instructors mathematics, the resuts of the study indicated thai the
can start most profJlably by listeningtostudents. dynamics of the student-instructor collaboration con-

l This paper was originally presented at the writing and mathematics session of the 1988 annual joint mathematics
meeting, Atlanta, Georgia
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tributed tothe overall empowenng effect ofthe case study
(LOpeZ and Powell, 1989). This effect raises some impor
tant questions concerning components of the student-in
structor collaboration that might have contributed tothese
findings.

That study also generated a number of questions
about writing as a vehicle to learn mathematics. The
present investigation examined one of these questions:
in what ways can personal, reflective journal wrllings best
support the enhencemeirt ofmathematical thinking? Two
related sub-questions also guided the investigation.

1. Do students' wrllings display their at
tempts tospecialize and generalize as well as
to make conjectures and to provide justifica
tions for them?

2. How does wrlling help students tocon
struct ornegotiate meaning?

To investigate these questions, a team was as
sembled that included students and the instructor. Inthe
process ofthe investigation, we conjectured that IIwould
be worthwhile toexamine the nature ofour collaboration
and lis quaillative and transformative efIects on the sub
stance of both leaming and teaching. In this report, we
present the resulls ofthe investigation into the empower
ing effects of our participatory research model and sug
gest its relationship to a humanistic mathematics
perspective.

besis of their performance on the New Jersey Test of
Basic Skills or, on an in-house instrument, the Mathe
matics Placement Test The content ofboth instruments
isarIIhmetic computation and elementary algebra

Based on previous scholastic experiences, many
students in Developmental Mathematics I have fostered
negative feelings and beliefs about mathematics and
themseives as mathematics leamers. A student ex
pressed one such view as, "Mathematics issomethingyou
do, not something you unaerstand." Uke students in
similar settings (Buerk, 1982) and generally (McKnight et
aI.,1987, pp. 42-49), most students inthis course consider
mathematics not only asan abstruse symbol system but
also an arcane and fixed bocIy of knowledge whose
secrets almost never reveal themseives though they are
expected todemonstrate adegree ofmastery. They have
developed an estranged relationship wllh academic math·
ematics which manifests llseif in their relative high level
ofmathematics anxiety and phobia This estrangement
is also manifested in students' developed strategies of
avoidance which inctude their learning passivlly, inap
propriate study routines, and reluctance to participate
actively in class. In essence, these behaviors are
manifestations ofinteracting sets oflow expectations that
students have for themselves and that most remedial
programs have of them. For many students, the force of
these debilllating expectations effectively have silenced
and marginalized them in mathematics and related dis·
ciplines.

Setting
This study was conducted, in the fall semester of

1988, in one section ofa computation course, Develop
mental Mathematics I, at the Newark College ofArts and
Sciences. The college, whose students are pnmarily
commuters, is an urban campus of Rutgers, the State
Universlly ofNew Jersey. The course includes the study
ofsome concepts of number theory, fractions, decimals,
percents, and word problems as well as an introduction to
elementary algebra These topics, more or less common
to such courses, were taught through a not socommon
pedagogical approach. It is based on an approach and
course material developed by Hoffman and Powell (1988,
1987), both of which depart fundamentally from those
wllhin a"chalk·and-chalk" paradigm.

The course met three times aweekforfourteenweeks
and had an inllial enrollment oftwenty-six students out of
which seventeen completed the course. Most were first
year stUdents, and all were placed in the course on the
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Method
To counter and reverse the disempowering effects of

these expectations, a participatory research model was
selected as the methodological process ofthis investiga
tion. The process of journal writing complemented this
methad since wrlling recuires an active rather than a
pessive involvement of learners. Focusing on these
processes, this investigation aimed toempower students
in the following ways:

" topromote students' awareness ofand facillly
in the use ofwrlling as avehicle for learning,

• to put students at the center and incontrol of
their own ieaming by engaging them in reflec
tion and crllical reflection on mathematical ex
periences,

• to provide opportunllies for students to reflect
on and transform the affective and cognllive
effects ofsilence and marginalization, and



• togive space interdependent learning between
the instructor and students by valuing their
voices and sothat they could affect instruction
and learning.

The investigation attempted to realize these aims by
involving students as co-investigators and through journal
writing. Students were asked towrne journals daily, orat
least for each class orassignment, on aIrf topic or issue
related to their learning ofor feelings about the mathe
matics ofthe course orthe course nse~. To help remove
the chore-like conception some have of wrning and to
relieve anxieties maIrf associate wnh the quantity to be
produced, students were advised that five minutes of
wrning was sufficient for a journal entry. After adjusting to
the idea ofwrning journals for amathematics class, many
found themselves spending quality time expressing their
thoughls. Only to stimulate thought and reftection, a list
oftopics was offered (see Appendix A).

Journals were collected weekly and returned wnh
comments on the substance of what was written. The
comments were intended tobe non-judgmental and, most
often, took the form ofquestions about orsuggestions on
issues, ideas, and so on that students discussed to en
courage them toexplore further. The objective was touse
journal wrning as atool for learning mathematics. There
fore, n was emphasized to students that nenher their
grammar nor syntax were ofconcern, only what they had
to sey. Aside from moral and other intrinsic incentives,
nenher penalties nor rewards, in the form of grades or
otherwise, were given.

Chronologically, the participatory research model
consisted offive stage: information, selection ofresearch
collaborators, background meetings, weekly meetings,
and post-semester meetings. The information stage oc
curred during the second week ofthe semester. AJ. the
time, the nature and objectives of this study were dis
cussed wnh the class verbally and inaletter, and research
collaborator> were solicned (see Appendix B). StudmllS
were asked torespond inwrning, explaining whether they
wished to be aresearch collaborator and why.

In the selection ofresearch collaborators stege, stu
dents were chosen from among those who responded
affirmetlvely to the letter. Three students (Selby,
Sheridan, and Walker) did so and were accepted as
collaborators. IIIthe fiflh week ofthe semester, another
student (Jeffries) was encouraged to and did join the
research team. Each student enher held a part-time job
or was involved in a College-sponsored sports team.

Before the end of the semester, one student wnhdrew
from the College to accommodate his need to work lui>
time, while the demands ofwork and other course Work
lead another to drop out of the project. Along wnh the
instructor,the two student collaborators who remained are
theco-authors ofthis paper andwhose work and interac.
tions intheteam are the beses ofthisinvestigation.

Before the weekly meeting stage, Powell met tod'~.

cuss wnh each student their history wnh mathematics. By
the third week of the semester, weekly meetings ofthe
research tearn were held. Atthese meetings, which were
approximately an hour and twer1ly minutes each, col.
Iaborators distributed among themselves copies ofthe.
journals, instructor's comments, from the previous Week.
During these meetings, student collaborators reftected on
writien evidence ofmathematical thinking and aIrf other
striking feature ofanother's journal and wrote their reftec·
tons, Afterward, Powell and the students read and dls
cussed their comments as well as raised questions
concerning the course. Finally, from the journal writir!J
and class discussions, the team identified twenty-eight
processes that nfound and determined were involved in
thinking mathematically (see Append'1X C).

During post-semester meetings, the research
reviewed, discussed, analyzed ns data These consisted
ofthe following:

• the weekly journals of the student col
laborators,

• their and the instructor's comments and
analysis ofeach journal entry, and

• tape recording of discussions among team
members on the nature of the participaJory
research activity and ns effects on both
studer1ls'learning and the instructo~s teaching.

Resufts
The two student authors became research par

ticipants indifferent ways and for different reasons. Selby
responded to Powell's latter immediately and perceived
the project as an opportunity to confront her fears of
mathematics. The following are excerpts from Selby's
reflections on why she accepted the invnation tobecome
aresearch collaborator.

I found the goal of the research project
intriguing because n presented me wnh new
way of learning. The goal ofthe project was
also interesting. Because Ihave hed negative
experiences learning mathematics, I immedi-
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ately jumped atthe opportunity tocollaborate
on thisproject.

Anothar thing that attracted me to this
project was the idea ofworking wnh aprofes
sor as well as wnh other students. This was
appealing. ·1was never offered the oppor
tunity to work closely wnh a professor. I
believe that worl<ing wnh agroup can have ns
strong points. Inthe past,l found that working
wnh a group was rewarding and all"",ed me
to benefrt from the opinions and views of
others.

Most importarrtly, I decided to accept the
invnation to eliminate the fear I had for math
ematics. I hope to learn h"", tothink mathe
matiCally. Being able to think mathematically
seems tobeessential in learning mathemati
cal concepts.

The needs that Selby recognized motivated herto join
the project. In addnion toovercoming her fears ofmath
ematics, she wanted to improve her albility tothink math
ematically and to collalborate wnh instructor and other
students. The latter motivation indicates that Selby
wished tohave avoice and tobeheard as well as to gain
the benefits ofperspectives other than her "",n.

Unlike Selby, Jeffries did not volunteer first. He con
tended that his involvement onthe College'sfencing tearn
precluded his participation in the project. Though Powell
fell that potentially Jeffries and the project could benefit
from his involvement, P"",elldidnot attempt topersuade
Jeffries to reconsider his initial decision. Itwas not until
the fitth week of the semester thatP"",ell urged Jeffries
10 join the project. Some time later,Jeffries disclosed that
there were reasons other than sports that prevented him
from VOlunteering,even though he was encouraged tojoin
after reading P"",ell's latter:

When the invnation was extended to me,
I innially rejected the idea I fellthat I was not
competent enough. I also was afraid that I
would be successful. I knew that ff I was
successful in this endeavor I would be ex
pected torepast that success. I didn' know ff
I was ready to fulfill those expectations, be
cause all my Iffe 1 had been a poor math
student. Why change? I had been laIbe1ed a
poor math student and I had long ago since
accepted the label, and what's worse isthat1
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beiieved n. I was alazy studerrt when ncame
to math. I had no confidence in my mathe
matical ability because I was never given the
opportunity totake risks inmath, has always
asubject that I loathed and feared, and I was
happy wnh poor grades as long as I passed
the course.

After the semester statted, after my con
fidence grew, after my professor pushed, I
was finally persuaded to join the research
project.

Jeffries' performance had been predicted by his
primary and secondary school authorities, and he had
accepted their low expectations of his mathematical
abilnies. Inany case, he argued, his poor grades bore out
these expectations. As one can well understand, he
developed both a fear and a loathing forthesubject as a
way of justifying nall. This accounts for his innia! reluc
tance to join the project.

During the weekly meetings, he and other research
coilalborators commented on features of each othe~s

journal entries that they considered striking. In most
cases, entries were considered striking ff they revealed
the presence or absence of one's afiective or cognnive
struggles wnh some aspect of the course. In particular,
evidence ofmathematical thinking was especially looked
for. At first, borrowing from Mason, Burton, and Stacey
(1985), wedistinguished four processes, orhaMs ofthe
mind, involved inthinking mathematically: generalizing,
specializing, conjecturing, and justifying. Later, through
the course ofthe semester, we identified twenty-four other
processes of mathematical thinking (see Appendix C).
These were albstracted both from considering joornal
entries and from analyzing what the students involved in
the research tearn did as they worked on mathematical
problems.

The extent to which the wrning that students dosup
potts and reveals their mathematical thinkingdepends on
attributes of their writing. Hoffman and P"",ell (1989)
conjectured that journal wrlling ismore useful for learning
and best supports mathematical thinking when ft is per
sona� and reflective. Joumal entries are personal to the
extent that they represent the subjective Understanding
and feeling ofthe wrner as opposed tothewriter'spercep
tion the viewpoints orfeelings of others. Reflectivewriting
goes beyond the mere description and approaches of
analysis. Inreflective wrning, the wrner is inquisitive and
contemplative and searches formeaning.



Attributes of the wrning that the student researchers
producee were not immeeiately personal and reflective.
These attributes were encouragee through comments
that Powell made onthe substance ofthe journal entries.
For exampie, during the third week ofthe semester, Selby
wrotethe following journal entry:

I have to finally admn to mysell that for
once in my Ille I truly enjoy doing malh. I feel
good inside when I can take something
Ieamee inclass one day and apply tosome
thing new onadifferent day. The homework
assignment in .Chapter 2/Section 2, was a
combination ofwhat Ilearnee inclass two 01

Uvee days ago. When orwhileIwas complet
ingthe assignment, I was surprised that I was
able todoeach problem wnhout some kindof
struggle. Itwas yery unusual for me. One of
the reasons why I am able to understand the
class & homework isbecause first, in class n
is explainee to me in a very simple& under
standab�e Iashion. Another reason isthat the
worksheets also break up each step in a
simple way which is easy to understand &
follow. I have never had math taught tome in
the manner &methods that I am now learning
from. I love nil

In the above entry, Selby wrote a personal, non
reflective, and general summary. She nenher stated
specifically what she learnee nor what she did not leam.
Itappears, as she later veriliee, that she wrote down what
she thought the instructor wantee tohear.

Through the process ofweekly meetings the student
authors became aware of the attributes ofpersonal and
reflective wrning and includee an evaluation of these
attributes in their commentary on each other's journal
entries. After Jeffries joinee the research tearn, he read
and commentee on above Selby's entry.

This journal appears to me to just fill the
page. I think that was Aleshia's goal. She
doesn't give specific examples of her
problems, she instead gives blanket stale
ments concerning herwork. I think this is so
because Aleshiadidn' know what towrite so
she simply fillee the page.

Jeffries recognizee that the blanket statements, given
wnhout examples 01 context, were attempts to fill tr.
page. He too producec asimilar entry the week he joined
the research tearn.

In my problem soiving course this sum
mer, I got to use to signee numbers but I
found that I confused mysell. It's one thing to
see something as an ecuation, butnisanother
thing when that ecuation is embedded in a
word problem. Why isthat? I thought thai III
masteree an ecuation, I could do n III saw n
ina word problem. Tomy surprise, I found I
couldrrt, Why? Maybe you know.

This journal entry was written during the sixth week
of class, a week after Jeffries joinee the research tearn.
He shows little attachment to the wrning and gives the
reader little context in which to interpret his questions.
Reflecting on this entry some weeks later, he states thai
his motives were simply tofillup apage whilehoping thai
the instructorwould not read the entry. He also stated that
he did not fully understand the purpose ofthe journals or
what he was expected to do. This was true, Jeffries
clalmee, although Powell had written comments on pre
vious journals suggesting ways that he might use them
more profrtably.

Suggestions OIl profitable ways touse journal writing
were discussee during each tearn meeting. In fact, the
participalory natureofthe research project alfectee teach
ing as well as aIIective and cognnive fealures oflearning.
During each meeting, students read and commentee OIl
each others journalentries. The comments thaistudents
made were similar tothose made by the instructor and, at
times, were in a language that they could easily com
prehend. As the semester progressed, the interactions
between student investigalors grew more substantive and
lively; their observations about leaming became increas
inglymore insightful andelaborate. Inaddnion, as wewill
show in the journal excerpts below, the movement toward
personal, reflective writing was facilnatee by the interac·
tions thai occurred among the students.

For instance, Jeffries transrormec the nature of his
journal writing with the help of the substantive comments
he receivee from the other student investigators during

. the tearn meetings. Consider the following journal entry
written during the ninth week of the semester.
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'5- '2 =
-5 +2 =·3= 5

3· '2 =
3+2

Ex:

I have found away tosolve the problems
that seems easiest tome. Ihave no problems
adding integers, however, I had problems
subtracting. Now, I found that by changing all
of my subtraction problems to addition
problems that they are easier tosolve.

Also, I was confused about making con
nections to problems, transtCKming theminto
other problems, and about how to link them to
aproblem that would g"e me the same result.
I believe what confused me was for example,
making 5 . 3 look differently, yet having the
same result. After or should I say during
class, I realized how simple Itwas toconvert
CK transform 5 - 3 to make It look like '3 . -s.
What helped me understand the procedure of
transtorming the two was the commutal"e
property and the concept ofaddlt"e opposite.
The concept ofaddlt"eopposites seems like
the same thing I did when I changed sutnac
tion problems tofind the result

one senses that hewould prefer to interpret the division
bar ofthe fraction, 1/1000, according toIts oon-cperaaon
aI meaning. However, ttvough the process ofwriting, It
appears that Jeffries stumbles upon another question:
What meaning should hea1tach tothose fractions he calis
regular?

In the latter part of the semester, this process of
discovery and negotiation ofmeaning, illustrated above in
Jeffries' journal entry, was evidenced more frequently in
his writing and the writings of CKher team members, as
well. Selby, for example, wrCKe the following entry during
the seventh week.

34

On page 44 ofChapter 4, Section 5 prob
lem number 2 gave me some difficulties. It
reads as follows:

Now when I went tosolve this as a circle
equation2, a plObiem occurred.

When I saw the fraction 1/1000, I made
some sort ofmental error. I felt that 1/1000
meant that I had to divide something in the
equation. lns1ead of taking the reciprocal, I
a1tempted to incorporate division into the
equation.

My question Is why does the fraction bar
in some cases mean division and In other
cases the fraction bardoes not? MCKe impor
tantly, what is afraction? The only thing that
I am sure ofIt that when the number under
neath the fraction bar is 1, you accept the
fraction tobe an integersuch as 10/1 =10. In
what Irefer toas regular fractions, such as 2/3,
what does this expression mean? Does It
mean that 2 parts of3 are being spoken for.
Perhaps It means 2 divided by 3 CK vice versa

HMN News/elter #4

The above carefully written entry is characteristic of
others that Jeffries wrote that week and, more or less,
throughout the rest ofthe semester. Uke this one, they
were both personal and reflective and reveal his ability to
identify what confuses him.

In the above entry, Jeffries states an example and,
thereby, provides the reader with a context for the ques
tions he later poses. He understands that to solve the
equation he must begin by reversing the action of the
g"enexponent. He also demonstrates awareness oftwo
interpretalions ofthe division bar. His question is which Thisjournal entry is personal and reflect"e and g"es
interpretalion should he act on. Jeffries ispuzzled by the evidence ofmethematical thinking. In the above entry,
choices before him. Should hedivide 100 into 1? If he Selby describes and analyzes insighls that lead her to
chooses this operational interpretation, then he would create a generalized procedure, one which she finds
have a representation of the number, a decimal, which easier for subtracting signa<' numbers. Inthe first part of
wouldmake Itdifficult for him to reverse the action ofthe the entry, she articulates two concepts that she syn-
g"en exponent. It appears that Jeffries is comfortable Ihesized todevise herprocedure. The procedure involves
with raising a fraction to a negat"e exponent; as SUCh, transforming subtraction expressions into equivalent ad-

2Circle equations are a technique for soMng a certain classof equations. For an elaboration of thistechnique see,
Hoffman and Powell (1988).



ditions. Moreover, in the second part of the entry, using
the technical language meaningfully, she discusses her
struggle tosee and create links between subtraction anc
equivalent addnion problems. Making connections be
tween equivalent expressions anc using these special
izad equivalences todevise and conjecture a generalized
procedurefor transforming agiven problem into an easier,
equivalent one, these are complex processes in which
Seiby engaged her mind and are powerful mannestations
ofmathematical thinking.

Conclusions
As we have defined it, a humanistic mathematic

perspective includes the notion that students and instruc
tors can learn together. Such interdependent learning is
unlikelytooccur througha·chalk·and·chalk"instructional
method; for n presupposes the instructor as the only
authority onmatters of content anc form and monologue
as the discursive mode. Students anc instructor infre·
quently engage in dialogue about enher the nature of
mathematics or approaches to learning anc teaching
mathematics. When dialogue does occur, rarely is ns
purpose to transform, more than ina superficial manner,
the nature ofinstruction and learning. Wnhin the perspec
tive ofhumanistic mathematics, torealize interdependent
learning and to transform instruction require new
pedagogical anc research methods.

The methodological approach of our study is offered
as a first attempt todevelop a new research model con
sistent wnh and facilnative ofthe following five processes
which we have suggested are involved in teaching math·
ematics humanistically:

• placing students more centrally inthe poshion
of inquirer.

• acknowledging the emotional climate of learn
ing mathematics,

• interdependent learning among students as
well as between instructors and students,

• making mathematics meaningful rather than
arbnrary, and

• empowering instructors and students.
These processes are best catalyzed by participatory

investigations. We recognize that all investigative innia
lives manipulate and transform reality and, therefore,
post that the structure of a participatory model should
skew change in the direction of improved teaching anc
learning. Furthermore, we posit that the structure of re
search model should contribute to empowering both in·
structors anc students. This imperative implies that all

ectors participate in the research as investigators. Stu.
dents are transformed from objects of educational ie.
search into active subjects or co-investigators. That is
students participate inand are integraltothe interpretati~
of deta collected from their work and the analysis of
pedagogical techniques and approaches under which
they are taught. There are three important reasons for
including students as co-investigators. They are (a) to
ensure theethical quality, (b) toincludemuhipleperspec.
lives so astoensure the validity ofresearch findings, and
(c) toempower students intellectually.

We observed that ways in which our participatory
research project affected the iearning anc teaching aswell
as contnbuted to empowering students anc the instructor
can be iocated in one ofthe following ten categories:

1. beComing an independentmathematics learner
2. learning how to learning mathematics
3. gaining insights into teaching
4. expressing ideas using mathematical terms
S. becoming anmathematics autonomous learner
6. quality anc quantity of involvement lead to

a) enjoyment
b) diffusion of fears
c) finding mathematics interesting, and
d) vicarious learning

7. gaining confidence
8. gaining a sense ofresponsibility
9. communicating ciearly
10. gaining authority

Space does not allow us toelaborate on each olthese
categories. Here we will discuss aspects of how our
project influenced the ability of students tocommunicate
mathematics clearly and the instructor tolisten tostudents
and have that affect his teaching. For the student re
searchers, participating in the project promoted a sense
of community and increased their quantnatively and
qualnatively writing and thinking about the mathematics
ofthe course. Intum, these features oftheir involvement
led to a number ofby products. First, each collaborator
lett committed to writing and had a sense that others
depended onheror his written contributions. This com
mnment encouraged more writing, more oflen. Second,
reading, analyZing, and discussing their journal entries
during project meetings simply increased the number of
reflections students made on the mathematics of the
ecorse, Inaddnion tomore writing, project meetings also
increased the opportunities for students to do anc talk
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about mathematics. Over time, we observee a cor
respondingincrease inthe range, depth, and clarity ofthe
mathematical talk and writing.

Rnally, in addnion to contributing to the empower
ment and learning ofstudents, the participatory nature of
this research project ensured that the instructor listened
to students. Opportunnies to listen occurred in project
meetings when students read and commented .on each
other's journals. Their verbal and written commentary
were insightful, rich, and honest. The comment that a
student made about another's journal entries in one
project meeting posniveiy affected that student's sub
sequent wrnings. The powerful and efficacious nature of
these interactions stimulated Powell to think ofw~s to

incorporate aspects of the project meeting as regular
features of instruction. Through the course of the
semester, n became clear that the verbal and written
critiques that students made of each Olher's journals
contributee significantly to promoting personal, reflective
writing. To reproduce this type interactions among stu
derts requires that instruction be transformed to give
value togroup work. Since cooperative, small group work
isalready afeatlA'e ofthe course, students wnhin agroup
could become an interacting community reflecting and
commenting oneach Olher's journal wrnings. This would
make widespread the empowering intellectual experience
that the student authors had.

Appendix A

Professor Arthur PaweD
Developmental Mathematics I

ABOUT JOURNALS

You are asked to keep a joumal on8 1/2" x 11' sheets of loose-leaf paper. Generally, one ortwo sheets
will besufficient for a week's worth of journal wrning. Nenher your syntax nor grammar will be a concern or
checked; my only concern and interest iswhat you say, not how you s~ it. You are asked to make, atleasl
one journal entry foreach meeting that we have, and, as a rule ofthumb, you need not spend more than five to
ten minutes wrning each entry. Each week, the latest joumal entries will be collected and retumed wnh
comments.

The focus ofyour journal entries should be onyour learning ofmathematics oron the mathemalies ofthe
course. That is, your reflections should be on what vou do, feel, discover, or irrvent. Wnhin this context, you
may wrne on any topic orissue you choose. To stimulate your thoughts and reflections, here are some questions
and suggestions.

• What did l'.QI! learn from the class activity and discussion or the assignment?

, What questions dol'.QI! have about the work W! are doing or not able to do?

• Describe any discoveries I'll\! make about mathematics (patterns, relationships, procedures, and so
on) oryourself.

• Describethe process I'll\! undertook tosolve a problem.

, What attributes, patterns, or relationships have youfound?

• How doYClI feel about Y2l!l:woo, discoveries, theclass or theassigrvnent?

, What confused YQl1 today? What did you especially like? What did I'll\! notespecially like?

• Describe any computational procedure l'.QI! irrvent?
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APPENDIX B

19 September 1988

Dear Developmental Mathematics I Student:

This semester,l will conduct a research project for which I am looking for student collaborators. The goal
01 theresearch project istodiscover whelher writing about the mathematics that one is learning and doing
can be helpful in leaming mathematics. Lei me tell what the project isabout.

In this cocrse.l am asking each ofyou tokeep ajournal about your learning and todo other types ofshort
WI~ing assignments related to the course. Most ofthe wr~ings that you do I willcollect and analyze, and
10 some wr~ings Iwill respond. Those who collaborate w~h me may be asked todo abamore wr~ing than
ahers. Each week, collaborators and I will meet as a research team toanalyze their wr~ings.

The central research questions that I hope toanswer by the end ofthis research project is: Inwhat ways
can personal, reflective journal wr~ings best support the enhancement of mathematical think ing? In
add~ion, there are also two sub-questions that I will be asking about the wr~ing that you do.

• Do students' wr~ings display theirattempts tospecialize and generalize as well as tomake
conjectures and toprovide justifications for them?

• How does wrning help students toconstruct ornegotiate meaning?

Why do I ask students towr~e inamathematics class? Last year, aDevelopmental Mathematics I student
and I collaborated on aresearch project todetermine whether journal and free writing were useful vehicles
to learn mathematics. Based on that study, which will be published soon, we have concluded that wr~ing
can be a powerful tool in learning mathematics. Now I wish to examine more close~ how wr~lng can
support the development ofmathematical Ihinking.

Thisclose examination ofyour wr~ing will, I believe, benefrt you intwo ways. First, the wr~ing that you do
will improve your learning. Second, what you choose 10 wr~e about will inform my teaching and, thereby,
improve the lessons I conduct

I intend to co-author a paper, w~h those who col'aborated w~h me, on the finding ofthis project Let me
know by letter whether you would like towork w~h me on this project. "you would like tocollaborate w~h

me and have the tlme,in your letter, discuss why you are interested and what you wish discover about
yoursett as a leamer ofmathematics. I will collect these letters on Wednesday 21 , September.

Sincere~,

Arthur B. Powell

I
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Appendix C
Processes Involved In Thinking Mathematically

(or Hab"s of the r,lInd)

0 posing problems and questions ,
0 exploring aquestion systematically ,

0 generating examples I

0 specializing
0 generalizing
0 devising symbols and notations
0 makingobservations
0 recording observations
0 identifying patterns, relationships, andattributes
0 formulatingconjectUles Onductively and deduc-

tively)
0 testing conjectures
0 justifying conjectUles
0 communicating whh an audience
0 wrning toexplore one's thoughts
0 wrning to inform anaudience
0 usingappropriate techniques tosolvea problem
0 using technical language meaningfully
0 devising methods, ways ofsolving problems
0 struggling to be clear
0 revising one's views
0 making connections between equivalent state-

ments or expressions, transformations
0 making comparisons
0 being skeptical, searching forcounter examples
0 reflecting on experiences
0 suspending judgement
0 sleeping on a problem
0 suspending temporarily work on a problem and

returning tonlater
0 listening actively to peers
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